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Carla is the Hoover Elementary 
custodian.  She likes interacting with 
kids. She has worked here for 3 months. 
When Carla needs help, she calls the 
office. So PLEASE pick up your messes. 
She doesn't like pictures. She has 2 sons, 
they`re names are Gabriel and Evan. Her 
sons like sports. They like football. Her 
both sons like the same sports. 

She likes being around kids.  Does she 
like being custodian? Well, yes but 
she doesn't like to pick up mess so 
please pick up your mess. Carla is 46 
she says that she is old. Evan is 16 and 
Gabriel is 18 years old, they like  
wrestling. So every time you go to 
school, think if I make a mess, then 
she will have to pick it up.

 That is Carla the custodian

By:Jared      By: Javier
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Do you know alot about check in check out? It  is a 
program that helps students improve their 
behavior. Do you know where it happens? Check-in 
is in room three from 8: 10- 8:35 and at the end of 
the day at 2:30. If you are late you can get a card 
from your teacher. The staff in room three are Mrs. 
Mathews, Mrs. Fowler, and Mrs. Nunez are there in 
the morning and Mrs. Lawyer is in there in the 
afternoon. If you get 10 stickers or more you get a 
prize, and if you look at at the blue card it shows 
you some prizes. Here are some other prizes: lunch 
with teacher, extra P.E time time with Bates, game 
time, and note writing  time.

Check-in/check out is a program where if 
a student is having a rough time in class 
you get a check-in/check-out score card, 
shows how you have been all day with 
expectations.on the card it says howl that 
means this...H means have self control, O 
means on task, W means with respect 
and last L means learn always.  A three in 
check-in/check-out means you did really 
good during that time. A two means you 
were okay, but could do better. One 
means that you were having a hard time.

The card calendar and rewards card

By: Alana and Lillyana
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 According to Carla, the custodian, in the 
school there is electricity. We have a 
boiler room, at Hoover that heats up the 
whole school. These boilers, are as big as 
a house. We have two electric rooms. 
These rooms control all electronics in the 
school. Also, we have panels, to turn on 
and off the lights, in the school. So look 
above you, are the lights on? Well, if 
they are, then you know those lights 
above, are being powered by those 
panels.

The computers are powered by the two 
electric rooms. So what I’m doing, typing, 
is being powered by those 2 rooms. 
Thanks to the janitor, Carla, I was able to 
share all this information with you, 
THANK YOU JANITOR CARLA!!

Caption

By: Evelyn
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Did you know there's fires in Australia and firefighter  from the U.S are coming to 
help the Australians and the animal. Some People or youtubers like Alia and 
Lazarbeam are taking donations to help the firefighter to turn off the fires. The 
fires started with a sparking electrical wire. So that is how the fires  in Australia. 
The fires in Australia are spreading and new South Wales, South Australia, and  
Western Australia are burning but the Central Australia is ok but not for long it 
could spread around Australia and can burn the whole country.  The fire is starting 
to burn more but the animals aren't safe. According to Time for Kids, animals are 
dying and 25 people died. The others evacuated. Canada, New Zealand, the U.S 
and other went to help. The U.S said they were give 1.4 billion U.S dollars. So if you 
are  going to Australia don’t go.  

By Armando and Gerardo 
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Do you know what Mt.Hood is? Well I do! Mt.hood is the largest mountain 
in Oregon and is 11,249 ft tall! 

Did you know that 1 mile is 5,280 ft so about 2 miles is as tall as Mt. Hood. 
Isn't that crazy? Do you know the four people that climbed Mt. Hood? One of 
them was Henry Pittock, Wilbur Cornell, T.A. Wood, and W. Lymen Chittenden.

Did you know that over 130 people died trying to climb Mt Hood? So be 
careful if you try to climb Mt. Hood. Also there was a accident that happened, It 
was bad accident. 7 school teenagers and two school teachers froze to death in 
1986 while trying to retreat from a storm.

So my conclusion is let's just leave it to the professionals to climb Mt. 
Hood. You can see Mt.Hood from a distance and enjoy.

Caption

By,Diego 
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Ok so the Death Star is a big massive ball floating in space made by the  Empire, one of  the 
villains of Star Wars. And it looks weird in the movie. And how in the world did a single x-wing 
laser blast destroy that big ball floating in space? Well I got the answer. According to 
starwars.com, the rebels launched a desperate attack and a young pilot named Luke Skywalker 
strong with the force flew an x-wing down the Death Star’s trench making the impossible shot 
that turned 90 degrees into the weakness spot the space station was destroyed and taking 
with it. Darth Vader however fly in a tie advance. And that’s all that said, but I think we should 
go deeper and what I know is that the Death Star is a big super weapon that can destroy a 
planet! And also there was a Death Star 2 and the Star Killer base. The Death Star is 120 
kilometers long! It’s so big that you would have to take 5-10 bricks just get to the other side! 
Inside the base some groups of rebel troops pour in while the troops are holding off enemy 
stormtroopers that are pouring into their area. Sqaudrons of x-wings and a-wings were battling 
in space. Battling tie fighters, tie interceptors, and tie advances, the rebels successfully won 
and then it basically happened 2 more times. And that’s it. That’s all I know and that’s what I 
got from star wars.com.

The Death Star

By:ABEL 

https://pixabay.com/illustrations/yoda-baby-yoda-star-wars-4708878/
https://www.needpix.com/photo/download/1764331/ship-cosmos-space-technology-universe-the-death-star-fiction-adventure-star-wars
https://live.staticflickr.com/2780/4484688366_a821b2fa12_z.jpg
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Sasuke is a silent character who tries to gain 
more power and kill his evil brother. Itachi is 
evil because Itachi choking Sasuke and that 
is why he tries to kill his older brother Itachi.  
Sasuke is one of the last surviving members. 
Sasuke’s mission in life is to avenge them by 
killing Itachi. Itachi was a ninja of 
Konohagakure Uchiha clan that served an 
anbu Captain. He later became an 
international criminal after murdering his 
entire clan, sparing only his younger 
brother, Sasuke. 

This is Sasuke Uchiha. Sasuke Uchiha’s life was tragedy. 
Although Sasuke is very powerful, he could not defend 
himself when his brother eliminated his own clan  
Sasuke wanted to wait to eliminate  his own brother.  
Sasuke was always calm but one time he fought his 
friend and he got jealous of his friend Naruto Uzumaki  
because Naruto has Rasengan.  And it was something 
only the 4th Hokage  and Jiraiya legendary sannin. He 
considered Naruto his only friend later in life. Now 
Sasuke Uchiha gets married to Sakura Haruno from his 
squad who had Sakura, Naruto, and Sasuke himself. 
Together they are Squad 7. Sasuke joined a bad 
organization called  the Akatsuki. Which is what his 
brother Itachi was in during other times. 

https://www.netflix.com/title/70
205012?s=in trkid=13747

By: Emanuel G

https://www.netflix.com/title/70205012?s=i&trkid=13747225
https://www.netflix.com/title/70205012?s=i&trkid=13747225
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D&D is one of the world's most popular 
role playing games. In D&D there is no 
such thing as phones and other modern 
technology. D&D brings kids,  tweens, 
teens and grownups together. These 
games are ran by the DM (dungeon 
master). The DM tells the story, but the 
players shape the game. D&D was 
originally about bringing people 
together.

But who made D&D and why? D&D was 
created in 1974 by Gary Gygax and Dave 
Arneson. Even though that D&D is a fun 
game for most people, but D&D is very 
complex and is recommended for kids 
age 12+.If you are interested in starting 
D&D, buy the starters kit at a game store, 
like Wild Thing Games in Downtown 
Salem. 
 

Caption

By:Iris 
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Riverbond is an action and adventure 
game. It's made by CocoCucumber on 
June 9th, 2019.  Riverbond is rated E for 
everyone for fantasy violence.  
CocoCucumber has also made a game 
called Planet of the Eyes and Riverbond 
has a character that you can be from 
Planet of the Eyes. In Riverbond there is 
mini levels that lead up to the final boss 
and in every one of them there is a 
different enemy that try to stop you 
from getting to the final boss.

Riverbond is a $25 game that can be 
played by four people at the same time. 
With many different characters, weapons, 
and bosses. When you defeat a boss it 
becomes a skin to wear. There are also 
crossover skins from games like Shovel 
Knight, Enter the Gungeon, and 
Guacamelee. You can get skins and 
weapons out of glowing chests. If you find 
a chest that is not glowing it is a chest 
monster and will eat you. And now you 
know everything about Riverbond. The loading screen

By: Omar and Ariel
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Do you know what a unicorn is? Well, I do! A 
unicorn is a majestic animal or so it is believed. 
Unicorns are not what you think they are. Do you 
think they have a long mane? Do you think their 
poop is magic? That is not it either. The book The 
Really Small Really True History of Unicorns has 
a greek doctor named Ctesias who came up with 
the idea of unicorns. He managed to make a 
book about it! He called them ‘one-horned 
animals.’ Ctesias had a pretty clear idea of what 
they looked like.

When Ctesias was thinking of  what they 
would look like he was thinking   it would 
look like a  white  animal with a dark, red 
head. Their eyes were dark blue and most 
important of all it had a really, really long 
horn.  The horn he wrote, was at least a foot 
and a half in length. That horn according to 
Ctesias the unicorn  was white at the 
bottom, black in the middle, and crimson 
red at the tips. (Crimson means a rich deep 
red color inclining to purple) So no one 
really knows how a unicorn was made up 
but that was what the book said about it.This is a pick of a unicorn

By: Alara and Aaliah
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FRED THE ALIEN
by:Iris


